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By the extensions of Tychonoff and Stone-Weierstrass theorems in Sections 1
and 2, we characterize the so-called M-partition spaces with M-partitions P as the 
dense vector sublattices V of (C( Y), k) for some locally compact Hausdorfl space Y 
such that Vn C, ( Y) is dense in (C,( Y), /I. I/ ), where k is the compact-open 
topology and II.11 isthe supremum norm. Furthermore, Y is compact Hausdorff iff 
P is finite. The uniqueness of the space Y up to homeomorphism is also studied. 
Finally, we characterize the Tychonoff spaces X as the locally compact HausdorfT 
spaces, iff (C(X), k) are M-partition spaces. ( 1986 Academic Press. Inc 
1. AN EXTENSION OF THE TYCHONOFF THEOREM 
For the terminologies in General Topology and Functional Analysis 
which are not explicitly defined in this paper we will refer the reader to 
[6, 7, 91. Let A be a family of continuous functions on a topological space 
X. A net (x,} in X will be called an A-net if { f(xi) } converges for each f 
in A. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A = {f,: c( E A} he a family of continuous functions 
f, on X into Hausdorff spaces X, such that the topology on X is the weak 
topology induced by A, and E, F are two subspaces sf X such that 
E c Fc cl(E), where cl(E) is the closure of E. Then the following are 
equivalent: (1) Every A-net in E has a cluster point in F; (2) every A-net in F 
converges in F. 
ProoJ Let { y,} be an A-net in F. For each yj, pick a net {xi} in E con- 
verging to yj. For each f, in A, {f,( y,)} converges to a poijnt Z, and 
lWfaW =fa(Yj), so that for each open neighborhood 0: of z,, there is 
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an XL in E such that ~,(x:)E Oh. Thus for any finite subset H of A and 
0; = { 0; : 0: is an open neighborhood of z,, c1 EH}, there is an XL in E 
such that f,(xh) is in 0; for each c1 in H. Direct {(H, t): H is a finite subset 
of A, 0; is an open neighborhood of z,, c1 EH} by setting that (H,, t,) > 
(H,, t2) iff H, II H, and 02 c 02 for each c( in H,. Then {XL} is an A-net in 
E. Part (1) implies that {XL> has a cluster point x in F. Since X, is 
Hausdorff and {fa(xk)} converges for each o! in A, so that {f,(xL)} con- 
verges to f,(x) for each c1 in A. This implies that lim(fi(y,)} =fm(x) for 
each tx in A Thus { y,> converges to x. That (2) implies (1) is obvious. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be any family of continuous functions on a topological 
space X. Then X is compact iff (1) f (X) IS contained in a compact subset C, 
for each f in A, and (2) every A-net has a cluster point in X. 
Proof: Let {xi} be an ultranet in X. For each f in A, {f(xI)} is an 
ultranet in C,, hence it converges in Cr; i.e., {xi} is an A-net in X. Part (2) 
implies that {xi} has a cluster point x in X. Since {xi} is an ultranet, {-xi} 
converges to x. Thus X is compact. The converse is obvious. 
COROLLARY. Let A be a family of continuous functions on X into 
Hausdorff spaces such that the topology on X is the weak topology induced 
by A, and E, F are two subspaces of X such that E c F c cl(E). Then F is 
compact zff (1) cl(f (E)) is compact for each f in A, and (2) every A-net in E 
converges in F. 
Remarks. (1) Tychonoff Theorem. Let n, E n X, be the product space 
of {X, : c1 EA }, A a collection of projection maps of n,, ,, X, onto X,. 
Since every A-net in n,,,, X, converges in n,, ,, X,. Thus Theorem 1 
implies that n,, ,, X, is compact iff X, is compact for each tl in A. 
(2) Banach-Alaoglu Theorem. Let E be a topological vector space, E* 
the continuous dual of E, and a(E*, E) the weak topology on E* induced 
by E. For every neighbourhood U of 0 in E, let ti be the polar of U in E*. 
Then V’ is a closed subset in (E*, a(E*, E)) satisfying that cl(x( U)) is 
compact for each x in E and every E-net ( yj} in @ converges to y in I!?‘, 
where y(x) = lim{ yj(x)} f or all x in E. The corollary of Theorem 1 implies 
that @’ is compact in (E*, o(E*, E)) (see [p. 155, 51). 
Note. We do have another paper, “Extensions and new observations of 
Tychonoff, Stone-Weierstrass theorems, compactilications and the 
realcompactification,” (Topology Appl. 16 (1983) 107-l 16) which shows 
implicitly that Theorem 1 is really more powerful than the Tychonoff 
theorem. 
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2. AN EXTENSION OF THE STONE-WEIERSTRASS THEOREM 
In this section, X and Y will denote a compact Hausdorff space and a 
locally compact Hausdorff space, respectively. C(X) and C,(Y) will denote 
respectively the spaces of all real continuous functions on X and all real 
continuous functions on Y vanishing at infinity; i.e., for all f in C,(Y) and 
E > 0, f- ’ [0, E) is compact in Y. Equip both spaces with pointwise ordering 
and the supremum norm /I. I(. A vector sublattice or a subalgebra of C(X) 
(or C,(Y)) will refer to those in [p. 243 and p. 245, 71. 
THEOREM 2. A vector sublattice or a subalgebra V is dense in C(X) iff 
(1) V separates points of.7, and (2) f or every x in X and every E > 0, there is 
an f in V such that 1 -f(x)/llf II <E. 
Proof: If V is dense in C(X), then (1) is clear. For (2), let x be any 
point in X and 0 an open neighborhood of x. Pick a g in C(X) with 
g(x)=1,g(X-O)=OandO~g~1.Forevery~withO~~~1,letfbein 
V such that II f - gl( < .5/2. Then 1 -f(x)/11 f 11 < 1 - (1 - c/2)/( 1 + 42) < E. 
For the converse, since the closure of a subalgebra is a vector sublattice of
C(X) (By Lemmas 1 and 2 in Cp.312, l] and that sup(f,g)=(f+g+ 
/f -gl)/2 and inf(f, g) = (f + g - If -gl)/2), so that it is enough to show 
that a vector sublattice V satisfying (1) and (2) is dense in C(X). Let h be 
an element in C(X). For every E > 0 and any two points x, y in X, let g be 
in V such that g(x) #g(y). Without loss of generality, assume that there 
exist CI, fl in R with ct # 0 satisfying that r + fig(x) = h(x) and s( + fig(y) =
h(y). Pick r, s in V such that 1 - r(x)/llrli <E/IX and 1 - s( y)/llsll < allal. 
Let t =sup(r/llzll, s//lsil) and f=cct +/?g. Then f is in V satisfying that 
If(x) - h(x)l = I4 11 - t(x)1 6 I4 I1 - r(x)/llrll I < E and If(y) - hLv)l =
lcll 11 - t(y)1 6 1~x1 11 -s(y)/llsli I <E. By the theorem in [p. 170, S], this 
implies that h is in cl( V). Thus V is dense in C(X). 
COROLLARY. A vector sublattice or a subalgebra V of C,(Y) is dense in 
C,( Y) iff (1) V separates points of Y, and (2) for every x in Y and E > 0, 
there is an f in V such that 1 -f (x)/II f // < E. 
Remark. A dense vector sublattice ofC(X) does not necessarily contain 
the constant functions, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE. For every t in open interval (0, l), let e,(x) = 1, if x = t; 
e,(x)=(2x-t)/t, if xE[t/2,t]; e,(x)=(2x-t-l)/(t-l), if XE 
[t, (t + 1)/2]; e,(x) = 0, otherwise. Let e,Jx) = 1, if x = 0; e,Jx) = -2x + 1, if 
XE [0, l/2]; eO(x) =O, otherwise. Let cl(x) = 1, if x= 1; e,(x) = 2x- 1, if 
XE [l/2, 11; e,(x) = 0, otherwise. Let V be the vector sublattice of 
C( [0, 11) generated by (e, : t E [0, 1 ] }. Then Theorem 2 implies that V is 
dense in C( [0, 1 I), but V does not contain the constant functions. 
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3. M-PARTITION LATTICES, M-PARTITIONS AND M-PARTITION SPACES 
A collection of positive lements P = (ei: ie Q} in a vector lattice I/ is 
said to be saturated if for any two elements e;, ej in P, ei v ej is also in P. 
For any collection D of positive lements in I’, the collection of all finite 
suprema of elements in D is called the saturation of D. 
If a vector lattice V contains a saturated collection of positive lements 
P= {e,: iE 9) satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) if Iuj A e,=O for all ei in P, then 1~1 =O; 
(2) for any ei in P, u in V and F > 0, there exist ej in P and r > 0 such 
that for all ek in P, (rek v /vi) A ne, G r( 1 + a) ej for all n in N, where N is 
the set of all positive integers. 
Then (I’, P) will be called an M-partition lattice with an M-partition P. If 
P is finite, then we wil call P a finite M-partition, 
It is clear that the condition (2) for an M-partition is equivalent o the 
conditions: 
(i) for any ei in P and u in V, there exist ei in P and r > 0 such that 
101 A ne;< rei for all n in N, and 
(ii) for any ej in P and E > 0, there exists ei in P such that for all ek in 
P,ekr\nei6(1+s)e,forallninN. 
For each e, in P, let p,(u) = inf{r > 0: there exists ei in P such that 
Iv/ A ne, < rei for all n in N) for each u in V, then pi is a seminorm on I’. 
Let T, be the topology on V induced by {pi: iE Q>; then T,, will be called 
the M-partition topology induced by P. A topological vector lattice (I’, r) 
will be called an M-partition space if (V, P) is an M-partition lattice for 
some M-partition P such that r is equivalent o the M-partition topology 
T, induced by P. 
As in [p. 142, 33, we will call a topological vector lattice a topological 
M-space if it has a neighborhood base at zero consisting of solid sublat- 
tices. 
PROPOSITION 2. An M-partition space is a Hausdorff topological M- 
space. 
Proof: That p,(u) = 0 for all e, in P, implying that lul = 0, and that for 
every E > 0, pi1 [0, E) is solid are clear. For that p,:’ [0, E) is a sublattice for 
every E > 0, let U, u be in p,~l[O, a), for any two real numbers s and t such 
that p,(u) <s < E and p,(v) < t <a, pick ej in P such that JuJ A ne, B se, and 
Iv1 A nej<tej for all n in N. Since IU v UI A ne,<(lul v 101) A nei= 
(1~1 A nei) v (Iv1 A ne,)< (se,) v (tej) = (s v t) ej for all n in N. Thus, 
p,(u v u)Q(s v t)<E; i.e., u v u is irip,-‘[O, a). 
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Remark. It is well known that if there is a toplology r on a vector lat- 
tice I’ such that (V, r) is a Hausdorff topological M-space, then V is 
Archimedean. Thus, we can easily see that an M-partition lattice is an 
Archimedean lattice. 
PROPOSITION 3. The ideal I, in an M-partition lattice (V, P) generated 
by P is dense in (V, Tp). 
Proof Direct D = { ( n, e,): n E N, eiE P} by setting that (n, e,) 3 (m, e,) 
iff n > m an ei 2 ej. For any ei in P and v in V, pick e.i n P and r > 0 such 
that [VI A nei < rej for all n in N. Pick s in N, e, in P with s >, r and e, 2 ej, 
we claim that (Iv - Iv1 A se,) A nei = 0 for all n in N. If not, then there is an 
m in N such that (1~1 - Iv1 A se,) A me,#O. The corollary 1 of Theorem 5 
in [p. 146, 31 implies that there is a real continuous lattice homomorphism 
x on (V, TP) such that x((lvl- 1 I u A se,) A me,) #O. This implies that 
x(e,) >O and x(lvj A ne,) drx(ej) for all n in N. Pick k in N such that 
k(x(e,))>x(lvl), then x( Iv\) =x( Iv\ A ke,) 6 r(x(ej)) < s(x(e,)). Thus 
(x( IuI )- X(/VI A se,)) A mx(e,) = 0, contradicting the assumption. Hence, 
the net { Iv1 A nei: (n, ei) E D> converges to Ic’/. 
COROLLARY. For a nonzero real contiuous lattice homomorphism x on an 
M-partition space (V, Tp), there is an ej in P such that x(e,) > 0. 
A positive element e in a vector lattice V is called an order unit of V if for 
every x in V, there is an n in N such that x 6 ne. 
PROPOSITION 4. A vector lattice contains an order unit iff it is an M-par- 
tition lattice with a finite M-partition. 
Proof. If V contains an order unit e, clearly P = {e > satisfies the con- 
dition (1) for an M-partition. For the condition (2), let D be an element in 
V, pick r>O such that (ul <re. Then for every E>O, (rev Iul) A ne= 
re A ne d r(1 + E) e for all n in N. For the converse, let 
P= {e,: i= 1, 2,..., n} e=sup{e,: ejE P}. Since P is saturated, thus e is in 
P. From the proof of Proposition 3, we have that for any v in V, there is an 
m in N such that (lul - Iv1 A me) A ne = 0 for all n in A? This implies that 
Iv/ = Iul A me; i.e., 1~1 <me. Hence e is an order unit in V. 
A topological vector lattice V is called an order unit space if V contains 
an order unit e such that the topology on V is equivalent o the topology 
induced by the unit norm II .II e defined by setting that 
JIvII.=inf{r>O: Iv\ 6re) for every u in V. 
PROPOSITION 5. A topological uector lattice is an order unit space ifit is 
an M-partition space with a finite M-partition. 
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Proof: Let V be an order unit space with an order unit e and the order 
unit norm 11. jIE. Then P= { } e is an M-partition of V. For any u in V and 
E>O, Iul6(llull,+~)e,implyingthat Iu(~nedIuld(Ilvll.+~)eforallnin 
N. Thus p,(v)< J(uIIY+s, where p,(u)=inf(r>O: JuI A ne<re for all y1 in 
N}. Since E is arbitrary, so that p,(u) < /Iv/I,. Similarly, for every E >O, 
Iv/ A ned (p,(u) + s) e for all II in N. Let m be in N with (01 <me, then 
IuI =Iu( A me<(p,(u)+E)e, implying that Ilull.6(p,,(u)+~), since E is 
arbitrary, we have that /Iv/I e <p,(u). Thus p,(u) = /lull c for all u in V. On the 
other direction, if V is an M-partition space with a finite M-partition 
P= {ei: i= 1, 2,..., n}, then e= supje,: e,E P} is an order unit belonging to 
P. Hence the topology induced by pc is equivalent o the topology induced 
by {p,: i= 1, 2,..., n >. Since p, is exactly the order unit norm 11. IIc, so that 
(V, T,) is an order unit space. 
4. THE REPRESENTATION SPACE OF AN M-PARTITION SPACE 
Let x be a nonzero real continuous lattice homomorphism on an M-par- 
tition space (V, T,), pick ei, e, in P such that x(e,) > 0 and for all ek in P, 
ek A ne, 6 2ei for all n in N. For each ek in P, let m be in N such that 
mx(e,) > x(ek). Then x(ek) = x(ek A mej) < 2x(e,). This implies that 
s,= sup(x(e,): e, E P} < CD. Let L be the collection of all real continuous 
lattice homomorphisms x on (V, TP) such that s, = 1. 
PROPOSITION 6. L separates points qf V; Furthermore, if u is in V such 
that x(u) > 0 for all x in L, then u > 0. 
Proof. Let u be in V with u #O. The corollary 1 of Theorem 5 in 
[p. 146, 33 implies that there is a real continuous lattice homomorphism J 
on (V, T,) such that y(u) # 0. Let s = sup{ y(e,): e, E P). Then x = (l/s) y is 
in L with x(u) # 0. If u is in V such that x(u) > 0 for all x in L. For any real 
continuous lattice homomorphism y on ( V, Tp), w.l.o.g., assume that y # 0, 
let s=sup{y(e,): e,E P}. Since (l/s)y is in L, so that (l/s)y(u)>O. This 
implies y(u) 3 0. Thus the corollary 1 of Theorem 5 in [p. 146, 31 implies 
that 020. 
From now on, we will regard every u in V as a function on L defined by 
setting that u(t) = t(u) for all t in L. Equip L with the weak topology 
induced by V, then L is a Hausdorff space. We will call this L the represen- 
tation space of the M-partition space (V, Tp). 
PROPOSITION 7. For each e, in P, let Lj= {XE L: x(e,) > O}. Then for 
every u in V, sup(x(Iul):xEcl(L,)} =sup{x(JuI):xE L,} =p,(u). 
ProoJ: For any E > 0, pick ei in P such that III A ne, 6 (p,(u) f 8) e, for 
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all n in N. For any x in Li, pick m in N with mx(e,) > x(ltll), then x( 1111) = 
x(ltlj A me,)<p,(v)+s, thisimplies that sup{x(~u~):x~ Li} <p;(u)+&. Since 
E is arbitrary, thus sup{x(~u~):x~L~} <p;(u). Let r=sup{x(Iul):x~L~J, 
w.l.o.g., assume that r > 0. For every E > 0, pick e, in P such that for all e, 
in P, e, A ne, < (1 + E/r) ej for all n in N. For each x in Li, pick m in N such 
that mx(e,) > 1, then for all e, in P, x(e,) = x(e,) A mx(e;) d (1 + E/r) x(e,); 
i.e., x(e,) Z l/(1 + E/r). Hence for every x in Li, X(/VI A ne,) <x( Iul) d r = 
(r + E)( l/(1 + E/r)) < (r + E) x(e,) for all n in N; i.e., for every x in L, 
x( [VI A ne,) 6 (r + E) x(ei) for all n in N. Proposition 6 implies that 
IuI A ne, < (r + E) ej for all n in N. This implies that p,(u) < r + E. Since E is 
arbitrary, so that r >p,(u). Thus we have that r=p;(u). Finally, the con- 
tinuity of IuI implies the conclusion. 
PROPOSITION 8. The closure cl(L,) of Li is compact in L. 
Proof: For any u in V, pick e, in P and r > 0 such that 101 A ne, Q re, for 
all n in N. For any x in Li, choose m in N such that mx(e,) > x(101). Then 
Ix(u)1 =x(IuI)=x(JuI A me,)<rx(e,)<r. So that u(cl(L,)) iscontained in a 
compact subset for every u in V. Next, let {x,} be a V-net in Li. Define 
x*: V+ R by setting that x*(u) = lim{x,(u)}. One can readily prove that 
x* is a lattice homomorphism on V. For the continuity of x*, we will prove 
that for every E > 0, pim’[O, 42) c x*--‘( -6, E). Let u be in p,:‘[O, s/2), then 
there is an ej in P such that /uI A ne,d (42) e, for all n in N. For each x~, 
choose m in N such that mx,(e,) >xI(IuI), then Ix,(u)1 =x,(IuI K me,) 6 
(42) x,(e,) d c/2, this implies that Ix*(u)1 6 s/2; i.e., u Ex*-‘( -6, E). Finally, 
we will show that x* is in L. For that sup(x*(er): e,E P) < 1 is clear. For 
every E with 0 <E < 1, pick ej in P such that for all e, in P, e, A ne; 6 
(1 + E) e, for all n in N. For any x in L;, choose m in N such that mx(e,) > 1, 
then for every e, in P, x(e,) = x(e, A me,) < (1 + E) x(e,). This implies that 
X(ej) > (I/( 1+ E)) sup{x(e,): e, E P} = l/( 1+ E). Thus x*(e,) > l/( 1+ E) > 
1 -c. Since E is arbitrary, so that sup(x*(e[): e,E P} = 1. Therefore {xt> 
converges to x* in cl(L,). The corollary of Theorem 1 implies that cl(L,) is 
compact in L. 
COROLLARY. For euery E with 0 <E < 1, there exists an el in P such that 
x(ej) > 1 -E for all x in cl(L,) and ei 6 (l/( 1-E)) e,. 
ProojI For each x in cl(L,), since sup {x(e!): e,E P} = 1, so that for the 
given E > 0, there exists an e, in P such that x(e,) > 1 -E. By the com- 
pactness of cl(L,) and that 0, = {YE L: y(e,) > 1 -E} is an open 
neighborhood of x for each x in cl(L,), there exist x,, x2,..., x, in cl(L,) 
such that cl(L,) C-U: = 1 O,,. Let ej = sup{e,: k = 1, 2 ,..., n}. Then 
x(e,) > 1 -E for all x in cl(L,). Also this implies that for all x in L, 
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x(ej) > (1 - E) x(e,) = x( (1 - E) e,), thus by Proposition 6, we have 
(1-.s)ei<ej; i.e., ei<(l/(l-E))e,. 
THEOREM 3. The representation space L of an M-partition space (V, T,,) 
is a .locally compact Hausdorff space. 
Proof: For every x in L, v in V and E > 0, pick ei in P such that 
x(e,) >O, then cl(L,n~~~‘(x(v)-c/2, x(v) +&/2))ccI(Li)n c’[x(v) -c/2, 
x(v) + s/2]. The compactness of cl(L,) implies that cl(L,n c’(x(v) - 42, 
x(v) +~/2)) is a compact neighborhood of x contained in 
v-‘(x(v) - E, x(v) + E). 
COROLLARY. The representation space L of an M-partition space (V, TP) 
with a finite M-partition P is a compact Hausdorff space. 
ProoJ Let P= (e,: i= 1, 2 ,..., n}. For each ei in P, let L, = 
{x E L: x(e,) > O}. By Proposition 8 and that L = U:=, cl(&), it is clear that 
L is compact Hausdorff. 
5. Two DISTINCT M-PARTITIONS AND THE M-PARTITION SPACES (C(Y),k) 
Let V be an M-partition lattice with two distinct M-partitions 
PA= {ei: iE:A} and P,= {d,:jEB}. Let T, and T, be the M-partition 
topologies induced respectively b P, and P,, L, and L, denote the 
representation spaces of (V, T,) and (V, T,), respectively. 
THEOREM 4. T, is equivalent to T, ifffor every y in L,, there is an e,,, in
P, such that y(e,) > 0 and for every x in L,, there is a d, in PB such that 
44) > 0. 
ProoJ: One direction is obvious from the corollary of Proposition 3. 
For the converse, for each d, in P,, let Di= {y E L,: y(d,) >O}. 
Proposition 8 implies that cl(D,) is compact in L,. For every y in cl(D,), 
pick eY in P, such that y(e,) > 0. Let nY be in N such that n,, .y(e,.) > 1. 
Let 0, = (SE L,: s(n,e,) > 1 }, then there are y,, yz,..., y, in cl(D;) 
such that cl(D,)cU~=, O,,. Let ej=sup{e,,: t= 1, 2 ,..., k) and 
ri = max { ny, : t = 1, 2 ,..., k}. Then y(r,e,) 3 1 >y(d,) for all y in Di; i.e., 
y(r,e,)ty(d,) for all y in L,. Proposition 6 implies that d, 6 riei. By the 
corollary of Proposition 8, pick ej in P, such that e, d 2ej and 2x(e,) 2 1 for 
all x in cl(E,), where Ei = {x E L a: x(e,) > O}. Similarly, for this ej, there 
are sj in N and dj in P, such that e.i < sjd,. We claim that for every E > 0, 
P,‘CO, EI(~~~))CP~,‘CO~ ), h E w ere p,,(v) = inf{r > 0: there exists an ek in P, 
such that JuJ A ne, <re, for all n in N) and pd, is defined similarly. For 
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every u with ~,,(zI)<E/(~s~), there is an ek in P, such that 11~1 A nei< 
(&/(3sj)) ek for all n in N. Then for all n in N, x( 1~11 A ne,) 6 (E/(3Sj)) x(ek) < 
(2El(3sj)) X(ej) f or all x in E,; i.e., x(jul A ne,) 6 (2s/(3sj)) x(e,) for all x in 
L,. This implies that [VI A nei < (2&/(3s,)) ej for all n in N. For each n in N, 
let m be in N such that m>,nr,, then 10 A nd, 6 IuI A nriet d 101 A mei d 
(2&/(3s,)) e, < (2~/(3.s,)) sjdj= (2s/3) d,, implying that pd,(u) < 2s/3 <E. 
Thus T, 3 T,. Similarly, we can show that T, c T,. 
PROPOSITION 9. Zf T, is equiualent to T,, then e(y) = sup{y(e,): 
e,EPA} andd(x)=sup{x(d,):d,EP,} are well-defined and continuous on L, 
and L,, respectively. 
Proof From the beginning of Section 4, it is easily seen that e(y) and 
d(x) are well-defined on L, and L, , respectively. For every y in L,, choose 
r in Nsuch that r>3 and r.e(y)> 1. For every E with O<E< 1, pick ei, e, 
in P, such that y(e,) > 0 and for all e, in P,, e, A nei < (1 + &/(re(y))) ej for 
all n in N. Let Ei = {z E L,: z(e,) > O}. For each z in Ei, pick m in N such 
that mz(e,) > e(z). Then z(e,) = z(e,) A mz(e,) < (1 + &/(re(y))) z(e,) for all 
e, in P,; i.e., e(z) 6 (1 + e/(re(y))) z(e,) for all z in Ei and e(y) < 
(1 + d(re(y))) y(ej) <de,) + E/r. Thus, e(y) - E/r <y(ej) 6 e(y) + E/r and 
e(y) - 3.2/r < y(e,) - .5/r < y(e,) + E/r < e(y) + 3&/r. Let O,, = e,: ‘(y(e,) - E/r, 
y(ej) + E/r) n E;. Then 0,. is an open neighborhood of y. Since for each z in 
O,, He,) - E/r < de,) < .Y(ej) + E/r, e(z) 6 (1 + d(re(y)))z(e,) <(I + 
d(re(y)))(y(e,) + E/r) 6 (1 + ~/(reb)))(e(y) + E/r) < 4.v) + W, and 
e(z)>z(e,)>y(et)-u/r>e(y)-3&/r. Thus e(O.,)C(e(y)-3&/r, e(y)+ 
3&/r) c (e(y) -E, e(y) + E). Hence, e is continuous on L,. Similarly, d is 
continuous on L,. 
Throughout this paper, unless explicitly state otherwise, Y will denote a 
locally compact Hausdorff space, C(Y) will denote the space of all real con- 
tinuous functions on Y with pointwise ordering, and k will denote the com- 
pact-open topology. For every x in Y, let 0, be an open neighborhood of x 
such that cl(0,) is compact, f, denote a function in C(Y) with 0 <f, d 1, 
f,(x) = 1 and f,( Y- 0 .) = 0. Let P, be the saturation of {f,: x E Y}. By 
the facts that for each g in P,, cl{z: g(z) # O$ is compact, 
SUP{g:gEP,)=1., and that for every compact subset D of Y and every 
E > 0, there is a g in P, such that 1 -E <g(x) 6 1 for all x in D, one can 
readily prove the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let V be a vector sublattice of C(Y) containing P,. 
Then (V, k, “) is an M-partition space with the M-partition P,. 
THEOREM 5. If T, is equivalent to T,, then L, is homeomorphic to L,. 
Proof Let e and d be defined as in Proposition 9, and H: L, + L, be 
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defined by setting that H(x) = (l/d(x)) x. If H(x) = H(y), then 
l/d(x) = (l/d(x)) sup{x(eJ: ejEPA} = (l/d(y)) sup{y(e,): eiE PA) = l/d(y), 
this implies that x = y. Thus H is one-to-one. For every z in L,, (l/e(z)) z 
is in L, and d(( l/e(z)) z) = (l/e(z))d(z) = (l/e(z)) sup{z(d,): d,E P,} = 
l/e(z), this implies that H(( l/e(z)) z) = z. Thus H is onto. Let {x,} be a net 
converging to a point x in L,. From Proposition 9 and Theorem 4, we 
have that for all t’ in V, (u/d) is continuous on L,. This implies that 
{x,(u)/d(x,)} converges to x(o)/d(x) f or every c in V; i.e., {H(x,)} con- 
verges to H(x). Hence H is continuous. Since H-‘(v) = (I/e(y)) y for all .V 
in L,, similarly, we can show that HP’ is continuous. 
COROLLARY 1. Let L y be the representation space of (C( Y), k) with the 
M-partition P,. Then L y is homeomorphic to Y. 
Proof Since the continuous dual of (C(Y), k) consists of the regular 
finite Bore1 measures on Y having compact support. It follows readily that 
each t in L, is a point measure 6). on Y for some y in Y with S,,(f) =f(~j) 
for all f in C(Y). Define H: Y + L, by setting that H(x) = 6,. Similar to the 
proof of Theorem 5, we can readily prove that H is a homeomorphism. 
COROLLARY 2. Let Y, and Y, be two locally compact Hausdorff spaces. 
Then (C( Y,), k) is homeomorphic and lattice isomorphic to (C( Y,), k) iff Y, 
is homeomorphic to Y,. 
ProoJ: Let P,, and P,, be defined similarly to P,, L y, and L y2 the 
representation spaces of (C( Y,), k) and (C( Y,), k) with the M-partitions 
P,, and Pyz, respectively. By Proposition 10, Theorem 5 and the above 
Corollary 1, one direction of this corollary is clear. For the converse, let 
H: (C( Y,), k) -+ (C( Y,), k) be defined by setting that H(f)(x) =f(h(x)), 
where h: Y, -+ Y, is a homeomorphism. One can readily prove that H is a 
homeomorphism and lattice isomorphism. 
6. REGULAR DENSE M-PARTITION SUBSPACES OF (C(Y),k) 
A dense vector sublattice I/of (C(Y), k) is called a regular dense M-par- 
tition subspace of (C(Y), k) if V is an M-partition lattice with an M-par- 
tition P such that Tp is equivalent o kiv, sup{sup(x(e,): e;E P}: XE Y} = 
m<co and inf{sup{x(ei):ejEP}:xE Y)=d>O. 
PROPOSITION 11. For each ei in P, let Ei = ( y E Y: e,(y) > O}. Then 
cl(E,) is a compact subset of Y. 
ProoJ: Since T, is equivalent o k,,, for every e, in P and E > 0, there 
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exist a compact subset D of Y and 6 > 0 such that (Y E V: IIuIl D < S } c 
{uEV:P~(O)<E}, where ~~u~J,=sup{~a(x)J:x~D). Weclaimthat EicD.If 
not, let y E Ei - D. Similar to the argument at the beginning of Section 4, 
wehavethatO<r=sup{e,(y):e,EP}<co.LetgbeinC(Y)withO~g~ 
(Er + 6) g(y) = sr + 6 and g(D) = 0. Pick fin V such that If(x) -g(x)1 < 6 
for all x in the compact set D u {y}. Then f(y) > u and If(D)/ < 6. This 
implies thatfis in {a~ V: llvllo<6}, and thus in {u E V: p,(u) <E}. Pick ei 
in P such that IfI A ne,< sej for all n in N. Let m be in N such that 
If(~)l <me,(y), then If(~)l = If(~)l A me,(y) < eej( y) < Er, contradicting 
the fact that f(y) > u. Hence E, c D, and therefore cl(E,) is compact. 
Define e: Y+ R’ by setting that e(x) = sup{e,(x): e,E P}, similar to the 
proof of Proposition 9, we can show that e is continuous on Y. Let A4 be 
the collection f all real continuous lattice homomorphisms t on (C(Y), k) 
such that sup{ t(ej): e, E P} = 1. Equip A4 with the weak topology induced 
by C(Y). From the proof of the corollary 1 of Theorem 5, we know that 
each t in A4 is a point measure on Y. Define h: Y -+ A4 be setting that 
h(x)= 6,/e(x), where 6, is a point measure on Y with S,(f) =f(x) for 
every f in C(Y). In the same way of the proof in Theorem 5, we can show 
that h is a homeomorphism. Let C(M) be the vector lattice of all real con- 
tinuous functions on A4 with pointwise ordering. Define H: (C(Y), k) -+ 
(C(M), k) by setting that H( g)(h(x)) = g(x)/e(x). By the facts that for every 
E > 0, [g(x)1 > E implies that IH(g)(h(x))l > E/m, IH(g)(h(x))l > E implies 
that Is(x)/ > de, and g(x) #O iff H(g)(h(x)) ~0, we can readily obtain the 
following proposition, where C,(Y) (or C,(M)) and 11. II are defined 
similarly inSection 2, and C,(Y) (or C,(M)) denotes the vector lattice of 
all real continuous functions f on Y (or M) with pointwise ordering such 
that cl { z:f(z) # 0 } is compact. 
PROPOSITION 12. H is a homeomorphism and lattice isomorphism, H,,, yj 
is a homeomorphism and lattice isomorphism from (C,(Y), I/. 11) onto 
(G(M), II *II L and HIclcy, is also a homeomorphism and lattice isomorphism 
from (C,(Y), /I. II 1onto (C,(M), II. II ). 
THEOREM 6. Let V be a vector sublattice of C(Y). Then V is a regular 
dense M-partition subspace of (C(Y), k) iff Vn C,(Y) is dense in 
(Cd n II .II 1. 
Proof If V is a regular dense M-partition subspace of (C( Y), k) with an 
M-partition P. Let A4, C(M), C,,( Y), C,(M), C,( Y), C,(M), h and H be 
defined as in the paragraph preceding Proposition 12. Since sup{H(e,)(t): 
e,EP}=lforalltinM,sothatforeverytinMandevery&withO<&<l, 
there is an ej in P such that 1 - H(ej)(t)<E, this implies that 
1 - H(e,)(t)/llH(e,)ll <E. By the Proposition 3, the ideal Zp in V generated 
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by P is dense in (V, Tp), thus Z, is dense in (C(Y), k), and therefore Zf(Z,) 
is dense in (C(M), k). From Proposition 11 and Proposition 12, we have 
that H(Z,) c C,(M), therefore H(V) n C,(M) is dense in (C(M), k). This 
implies that H(V) n C,(M) separates points of M. So that the corollary of 
Theorem 2 implies that H(V) n C,(M) is dense in (C,(M), 1). II), and 
therefore Proposition 12 implies that Vn C, ( Y) is dense in (C,( Y), I/. 11). 
For the converse, from the corollary of Theorem 2, we have that for every 
x in Y and every IZ in N, there is an j”,, in Vn C,( Y) such that 
1 -.L,(xYllf~nll < /n. Let P= {e,: ~EQ} be the saturation of 
{ i.fx,,(/(lfx,II: XE Y, n~Nf. By the facts that cl{x~ Y: ei(x)>O) is compact 
for every ei in P and sup{ ej: ej E P} = 1 y, one can readily prove that V is a 
regular dense M-partition subspace of (C(Y), k) with the M-partition P. 
7. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR THE M-PARTITION SPACES 
THEOREM 7. A topological vector lattice (E, T) is homeomorphic and /at- 
tice isomorphic to a dense subspace V of (C( Y), k) for some locally compact 
Hausdorjjf space Y such that V n C, ( Y) is dense in (C,( Y), (1. // ), ifJ (E, z) 
is an M-partition space. The space Y is unique up to homeomorphism. 
Proof Suppose that (E, TP) is an M-partition space with an M-par- 
tition P such that T, is equivalent o T. Let C(L) be the vector lattice of all 
real continuous functions on the representation space L of (E, TP) with 
pointwise ordering. Define F: (E, TP) -+ (C(L), k) by setting that 
F(v)(t) = t(v) for all t in L. By Proposition 6, it is clear that F is a one-to- 
onelattice homomorphism such that sup{sup{F(e,)(t):e;EPJ: tEL) = 1 = 
inf{sup{F(e,)(t): e, E P j: t E L 1. By the corollary of Proposition 3 and 
Proposition 8, we have that for every compact subset D of L, there 
is a cl(L,) such that D c cl(L,), and for every cl( L,), there is a compact 
subset K such that cl(L,) c K, where L, = {XE L: x(e,) >O} and 
L, = (XE L: x(e!) > 0) for P, and e, in P. Thus, by Proposition 7, we can 
readily show that F(T,) is equivalent o klRk;). For the denseness of F(E) 
in (C(L), k). It is clear that F(E) separates points of L. For the condition 
(2) in Theorem 2, let t be any element in L, since sup{ F(e,)(f): eiE P} = 1, 
thus for every E with 0 <E < 1, there is an ei in P such that 1 3 F(ej)(t) >
1 - 42. This implies that 1 - F(ej)(t)/llF(e,)li < 1 - (1 - 42) = &/2 < 1. Hence, 
Theorem 2 implies that F(E),n is dense in (C(L),,, (1. (( n) for each compact 
subset D of L, where 11 f IID = sup{ If(x XE D); i.e., F(E) is dense in 
(C(L), k). For that F(E) n C,(L) is dense in (C,(L), /I. I/ ) is clear from 
Theorem 6. The converse of this theorem follows also from Theorem 6, and 
the uniqueness of L up to homeomorphism follows from the corollary 2 of 
Theorem 5. 
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COROLLARY. A topological vector lattice (E, z) is homeomorphic and lat- 
tice isomorphic to a dense subspace V of (C(X), /I. II) for some compact 
Hausdorff space X, iff, (E, z) is an M-partition space with a finite M-par- 
tition. The space X is unique up to homeomorphism. 
Proof If (E, r) is an M-partition space with a finite M-partition P. 
Then from the proof of Proposition 5, the corollary of Theorem 3 and the 
proof of Theorem 7, it is clear that (E, T,) is homeomorphic and lattice 
isomorphic to a dense subspace of (C(L), 11. II), where L is the represen- 
tation space of (E, TP) which is compact Hausdorff. For the converse, if V 
is dense in (C(X), 11. II), then Theorem 2 implies that for every x in X, there 
is an f, in V such that 1 -f,(x)/ilf,Il < /2. For each x in X, let 
0, = iv E x:J~r(YMIfxll ’ W). S’ mce X is compact, so that there are 
XI) x2 ,..., x, in X such that Xc ur=, 0 li,. Let P be the saturation of 
{ lf,,l/ll.f,,ll: i= 1  L.., n). Th en it follows readily that P is a finite M-par- 
tition of I/. Let e = sup(e,: ejE P}, from the proof of Proposition 4, e is an 
order unit of V belonging to P such that l/2 <e(x) d 1 for all x in X. From 
the proof of Proposition 5, we know that p, is exactly the order unit norm 
II~lle. For a given v in V, let r= IIuI/ =sup(~v(x)~:x~X}. Since Iu(x)l <r< 
2re(x) for all x in X and there exists ,V in X such that [u(y)/ 2 re(y), thus 
(lull =rG ((u((.<2r<2((u((, implying that (/./I is equivalent to (/.(I(,. 
Therefore, (V, 11.1) ) is an M-partition space with a finite M-partition. The 
uniqueness of X follows from the corollary 2 of Theorem 5 also. 
8. A CHARACTERIZATION OF LOCALLY COMPACT HAUSDORFF SPACES 
Let X be a topological space, C(X) the vector lattice of all real con- 
tinuous functions on X with pointwise ordering. 
THEOREM 8. A Tychonoff space X is a locally compact Hausdorff space 
iff (C(X), k) is an M-partition space. 
Proof From Proposition 10, one direction is obvious. For the other 
direction, let P = {ei: iE Q} be an M-partition of C(X) such that T, is 
equivalent o k. For each ei in P and E > 0, there is a compact subset D and 
a 6>0 such that {feC(X): llfliD<s}c(f~C(X):p,(f)<&}, where 
IlfllD=~~PIIf(x)l: x ED}. Similar to the proof of Proposition 11, we can 
show that cl(E,) is compact, where Ei = {x E X: e,(x) > O}. For every x in 
X, let x*: (C(X), k) + R be defined by setting that x*(f) =,f(x), then x* is 
a nonzero real continuous lattice homomorphism. The corollary of 
Proposition 3 implies that there is an ej in P such that x*(e,)=e,(x)>O. 
For any open neighborhood O., of x, pick an open neighborhood V, of x 
such that cl( V,) c 0,. Then Ei n V, is an open neighborhood of x such 
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that cl(E,n V,) is compact. This implies that X is a locally compact 
Hausdorff space. 
COROLLARY. A topological space X is a compact Hausdorff space iff 
(C(X), k) is an M-partition space with a finite M-partition. 
Remark. From the Proposition 5 and the corollary of Theorem 7, we 
have that a topological vector lattice (E, T) is homeomorphic and lattice 
isomorphic to a dense subspace (C(X), II.II ) for some compact Hausdorff 
space X, iff, (E, T) is an order unit space. And the space X is unique up to 
homeomorphism. Thus, the classical theorem of Kakutani (see [4]) follows 
immediately. 
Note. Theorems 2, 1, 7 and 8 in this paper were presented by author in 
the AMS annual meeting in 1980, and the AMS Summer meetings in 1981 
and 1982, respectively. 
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